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ABSTRACT

The temporal structure of self-generated cognition is a key attribute to the formation of a meaningful stream of consciousness. When at rest, our mind wanders from thought to thought in distinct mental states. Despite the marked importance of ongoing mental processes, it is challenging to capture and relate these states to specific cognitive contents. In this work, we employed ultra-high field functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and high-density electroencephalography (EEG) to study the ongoing thoughts of participants instructed to retrieve self-relevant past episodes for periods of 22 sec. These task-initiated, participant-driven activity patterns were compared to a distinct condition where participants performed serial mental arithmetic operations, thereby shifting from self-related to self-unrelated thoughts. BOLD activity mapping revealed selective enhanced activity in temporal, parietal and occipital areas during the memory compared to the mental arithmetic condition, evincing their role in integrating the re-experienced past events into conscious representations during memory retrieval. Functional connectivity analysis showed that these regions were organized in two major subparts, previously associated to “scene-reconstruction” and “self-experience” subsystems. EEG microstate analysis allowed studying these participant-driven thoughts in the millisecond range by determining the temporal dynamics of brief periods of stable scalp potential fields. This analysis revealed selective modulation of occurrence and duration of specific microstates in the memory and in the mental arithmetic condition, respectively. EEG source analysis revealed similar spatial distributions of the sources of these microstates and the regions identified with fMRI. These findings imply a functional link between BOLD activity changes in regions related to a certain mental activity and the temporal dynamics of mentation, and support growing evidence that specific fMRI networks can be captured with EEG as repeatedly occurring brief periods of integrated coherent neuronal activity, lasting only fractions of seconds.

1. Introduction

Spontaneous mentation is neither random nor meaningless (Smallwood and Schooler, 2015), however how to precisely capture the wandering mind and attribute it to specific cognitive thoughts, is yet unclear (Fox et al., 2015). Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) as well as electroencephalography (EEG) studies have previously revealed resting-state activity to cognitive processes mainly indirectly, by using post-scan questionnaires (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010b; Fox et al., 2018; Kucyi, 2018) or by asking participants about their ongoing thoughts during the spontaneous mentation (Kucyi et al., 2016; Perogamvros et al., 2017; Stawarczyk and D’Argembeau, 2015). The striking similarities found by comparing the spatial distributions of large-scale networks specific to self-reported thoughts and those initiated by experimental tasks (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010b; Axelrod et al., 2017; Delamillieure et al., 2010; Shirer et al., 2012), contribute to the wide debate about the content of spontaneous mental activity at rest and the relation of resting state networks (RSN) to cognitive networks (Biswal et al., 1995; Christoff et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2017; Kucyi et al., 2016; Power et al., 2011; Raichle, 2015; Smith et al., 2009; Spreng and Schacter, 2012).

Time-resolved fMRI studies previously demonstrated that the RSNs spontaneously fluctuate in and out of spatially and temporally overlapping correlations (Cabral et al., 2017; Cole et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2013; de Pasquale et al., 2017; Hutchison and Raff, 2014; Karahanoglu and Van De Ville, 2015; Power et al., 2014; Vidaurre et al., 2017; Zalesky et al., 2014), indicating that temporal dynamics of resting state activity are not stationary, but rather partitioned into distinct epochs. This observation corroborates the prevailing concept that spontaneous mental activity is discontinuous and parsed into a series of conscious states that manifest discrete spatiotemporal patterns of neuronal activity (for review see (Deco et al., 2011; Meehan and Bressler, 2012; Michel and Koenig, 2018)). However, despite much progress in dynamic resting-state functional neuroimaging, the delayed and slow hemodynamic response to neuronal activity limits fMRI methods to capture these states (Vidaurre
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Indeed, to efficiently execute mental processes, large-scale networks have to dynamically re-organize on sub-second temporal scales (Bressler and Menon, 2010; de Pasquale et al., 2017).

EEG microstate analysis allows to investigate these fast temporal dynamics of large-scale neural networks and to access information about the functional organization of spontaneous mentation in time (Koenig et al., 2002; Lehmann, 1990; Michel and Koenig, 2018; van de Ville et al., 2010). EEG microstates reflect brief epochs of coherent neuronal activity that persist for around 100 ms (Khanaee et al., 2015; Michel and Koenig, 2018). Previous studies demonstrated that the occurrence, duration and sequence of EEG microstates determine the quality of spontaneous mentation, and as such could represent the basic building blocks of conscious mental processes (Lehmann, 1990). EEG microstates thus qualify as the electrophysiological manifestation of the segmentation of ongoing mental activity into short-lasting brain states (Baars, 2002a; Changeux and Michel, 2004; Michel and Koenig, 2018). Only a few studies have tried to relate EEG microstates to specific cognitive processes (Lehmann et al., 1998; Milz et al., 2016a; Seitzman et al., 2017) and none of these studies compared the EEG microstates directly to the underlying brain networks observed with fMRI during the same processes.

Recent studies have explored novel experimental designs based on task-initiated spontaneous activity, whereby participants were asked to think freely, but with specific instructions on the thoughts they should focus on (Andreas-Hanna et al., 2010b; Axelrod et al., 2017; Delamille et al., 2010). For example, a recent fMRI study by Axelrod and colleagues (Axelrod et al., 2017) explored the task-initiated self-generated processing to distinguish different brain processes that are at work during internal mentation. This study showed that the Default Mode Network (DMN) dominated during self-generated processing, independent of the type of mental experience (future/past imagery, episodic memory, empathizing). The authors then compared this activation pattern with the brain responses to specific cognitive tasks, i.e. self-referential processing, scene reconstruction and language-related processing, and showed that different parts of the DMN correlated with these task-related networks. These observations thus demonstrated that different distinct cognitive processes are activated during internal mentation.

The overall goal of this study was to capture the occurrence of these different cognitive processes in time using ultra-high field 7T fMRI and high-density 64-channel EEG recordings to obtain both hemodynamic and electrophysiological signatures with high spatial and temporal sensitivity. The use of ultra-high field fMRI was particularly sought to boost the trade-off between detection sensitivity and spatial specificity, particularly important to capture differences in activity across spatially-close brain regions, such as sub-areas of the DMN (Foster et al., 2015). Fifteen healthy participants were recorded during spontaneous mentation (hereafter termed “rest condition”) and while focusing their thoughts repeatedly for periods of 22sec with eyes closed on either episodic, self-related memories associated with a personal image (e.g., photo of a participant with a birthday cake) or a calculation (e.g., 447/7 = 7) was presented to 2sec, and then faded to black over an additional 1s. This was followed by a 22sec period of closed-eyes during which the participants retrieved the past event or continued to serially subtract/add the given number. After this period, subjects were alerted by a light flash to open their eyes and a question was presented on the screen: “How much did you relive the original event?” for the memory task and “How much attention did you pay to the calculation?” for the mental arithmetic task. The time allowed to read and respond to the question was 5sec. Participants answered by a button press (1 = “not at all”, to 4 = “fully”). The ratings confirmed active involvement of our participants with high confidence ratings that were comparable between the EEG (M = 3.2, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.1, SEM = 0.11) memory session as well as the EEG (M = 3.5, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.41, SEM = 0.11) math session.

Within this experimental design, the periods of undisturbed, subject-driven eyes-closed mentation composed the large majority of the paradigm duration (roughly 73%, i.e. 22s out of every 30s). The external cues (pictures or arithmetic expressions) were merely intended to guide and maintain the mind wandering within the same cognitive context, and were therefore kept as brief as possible.

Each experimental session started with a 6 min eyes-closed rest condition followed by two counter-balanced experimental conditions. In the memory conditions, participants saw a personal image for 3sec (2sec static, then 1sec fading to black), after which they closed their eyes and had to retrieve the event. After each trial, participants were prompted by a brief flash of light to open their eyes, and answered a control question with a button press: “How much did you relive the original event?” (scale 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “fully”). Before the scanning, all participants performed a classical autobiographical memory questionnaire (ABMQ) (Rubin et al., 2003) in order to select vividly remembered images, which were then used for the EEG and for the fMRI sessions, which included three distinct conditions each (Fig. 1): eyes-closed rest (6min), mentally retrieving personal past episodes (10min), and mental arithmetic operations (10min). The memory and math conditions comprised twenty 30-s trials each. On each trial, a personal image (e.g., photo of a participant with a birthday cake) or a calculation (e.g., 447/7 = 7) was presented to 2sec, and then faded to black over an additional 1s. This was followed by a 22sec period of closed-eyes during which the participants retrieved the past event or continued to serially subtract/add the given number. After this period, subjects were alerted by a light flash to open their eyes and a question was presented on the screen: “How much did you relive the original event?” for the memory task and “How much attention did you pay to the calculation?” for the mental arithmetic task. The time allowed to read and respond to the question was 5sec. Participants answered by a button press (1 = “not at all”, to 4 = “fully”). The ratings confirmed active involvement of our participants with high confidence ratings that were comparable between the EEG (M = 3.2, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.1, SEM = 0.11) memory session as well as the EEG (M = 3.5, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.41, SEM = 0.11) math session.

Within this experimental design, the periods of undisturbed, subject-driven eyes-closed mentation composed the large majority of the paradigm duration (roughly 73%, i.e. 22s out of every 30s). The external cues (pictures or arithmetic expressions) were merely intended to guide and maintain the mind wandering within the same cognitive context, and were therefore kept as brief as possible.

Each experimental session started with a 6 min eyes-closed rest condition followed by two counter-balanced experimental conditions. In the memory conditions, participants saw a personal image for 3sec (2sec static, then 1sec fading to black), after which they closed their eyes and had to retrieve the event. After each trial, participants were prompted by a brief flash of light to open their eyes, and answered a control question with a button press: “How much did you relive the original event?” (scale 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “fully”). Before the scanning, all participants performed a classical autobiographical memory questionnaire (ABMQ) (Rubin et al., 2003) in order to select vividly remembered images that were then shown during the task. In the math condition, participants saw a formula presented for 3sec on the screen. They then closed their eyes and proceeded to continually subtract the number from the preceding result for 22sec. After each trial, participants answered to the question “How much attention did you pay to the calculation?” by button press (scale 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “fully”).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants and experimental paradigm

We included 15 healthy participants (30.5 ± 5.5years, 5 male/10 female) in this study. The work was approved by the institutional review board of the local ethics committee, and all participants provided written informed consent prior to the experiment.

Each participant underwent three sessions: i. an interview session, ii. an EEG recording session, and iii. an fMRI session. During the interview, all participants performed a classical autobiographical memory questionnaire (ABMQ) (Rubin et al., 2003) in order to select vividly remembered images, which were then used for the EEG and for the fMRI sessions, which included three distinct conditions each (Fig. 1): eyes-closed rest (6min), mentally retrieving personal past episodes (10min), and mental arithmetic operations (10min). The memory and math conditions comprised twenty 30-s trials each. On each trial, a personal image (e.g., photo of a participant with a birthday cake) or a calculation (e.g., 447/7 = 7) was presented for 2sec, and then faded to black over an additional 1s. This was followed by a 22sec period of closed-eyes during which the participants retrieved the past event or continued to serially subtract/add the given number. After this period, subjects were alerted by a light flash to open their eyes and a question was presented on the screen: “How much did you relive the original event?” for the memory task and “How much attention did you pay to the calculation?” for the mental arithmetic task. The time allowed to read and respond to the question was 5sec. Participants answered by a button press (1 = “not at all”, to 4 = “fully”). The ratings confirmed active involvement of our participants with high confidence ratings that were comparable between the EEG (M = 3.2, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.1, SEM = 0.11) memory session as well as the EEG (M = 3.5, SEM = 0.12) and the fMRI (M = 3.41, SEM = 0.11) math session.

Within this experimental design, the periods of undisturbed, subject-driven eyes-closed mentation composed the large majority of the paradigm duration (roughly 73%, i.e. 22s out of every 30s). The external cues (pictures or arithmetic expressions) were merely intended to guide and maintain the mind wandering within the same cognitive context, and were therefore kept as brief as possible.

Each experimental session started with a 6 min eyes-closed rest condition followed by two counter-balanced experimental conditions. In the memory conditions, participants saw a personal image for 3sec (2sec static, then 1sec fading to black), after which they closed their eyes and had to retrieve the event. After each trial, participants were prompted by a brief flash of light to open their eyes, and answered a control question with a button press: “How much did you relive the original event?” (scale 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “fully”). Before the scanning, all participants performed a classical autobiographical memory questionnaire (ABMQ) (Rubin et al., 2003) in order to select vividly remembered images that were then shown during the task. In the math condition, participants saw a formula presented for 3sec on the screen. They then closed their eyes and proceeded to continually subtract the number from the preceding result for 22sec. After each trial, participants answered to the question “How much attention did you pay to the calculation?” by button press (scale 1 = “not at all” to 4 = “fully”).

2.2. fMRI acquisition and analysis

2.2.1. fMRI acquisition

The fMRI sessions were conducted on an actively shielded Magnetom 7T head scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), equipped with ACS4...
head gradients (80 mT/m, max. gradient strength, 333 T/m/s max. slew-rate) and an 8-channel transmit/receive head loop array (Rapid Biomedical, Rimpau, Germany). During each paradigm, whole-brain functional data were acquired using a simultaneous multi-slice (SMS) 2D GE-EPI sequence, with TR/TE = 1000/22 ms, α = 54°, 110 × 110 matrix size with 2.0 mm isotropic spatial resolution, 75 sagittal slices with 3 × SMS acceleration and 1/3 field-of-view (FOV) CAIPI shift (Setsompop et al., 2012), 2 × in-plane GRAPPA acceleration (anterior-posterior direction) and 7/8 partial Fourier undersampling. This protocol was designed to simultaneously provide fairly high temporal resolution (1 vol/s) and spatial resolution (2-mm voxel width), with whole-brain coverage. For each subject, an additional 5-vol scan was also performed with reversed phase encoding direction (posterior-anterior), for subsequent correction of susceptibility-induced EPI distortions. To aid spatial co-registration, T1-weighted anatomical data were acquired with a 3D MP2RAGE sequence (Marques et al., 2010) with TR/T1/T2/TE = 5500/750/2350/1.87 ms and 1.0 mm isotropic spatial resolution.

2.2.4. Functional connectivity analysis

The brain regions (clusters) displaying significant fALFF changes between the memory and math conditions were also further considered for connectivity analysis. These regions were warped to each individual subject’s native space, and the voxels belonging to each region were identified. The functional connectivity between each pair of regions was estimated as the average Pearson correlation value between the full time course of every voxel in the first region with that of every voxel in the second region. The estimations were organized in a connectivity matrix, and also included an estimation for each region paired with itself, serving as a measure of functional homogeneity within the region.

2.3. EEG acquisition and analysis

2.3.1. EEG recording and pre-processing

EEG was recorded with a 64-channel BrainAmp EEG system (Brain Products, Munich, Germany) at 5000 Hz. Offline, the EEG was down-sampled to 250 Hz and band-pass filtered between 1 Hz and 40 Hz using a noncausal filter (2nd order butterworth Low and High pass, -12 dB/octave roll-off, computed linearly forward and backward, eliminating the phase shift, and with poles calculated each time to the desired cut-off frequency). Infomax-based Independent Component Analysis (ICA) was applied to remove oculomotor and cardiac artefacts based on the channels with maximal amplitude, the topography, and time course of the ICA component. Bad electrodes were then interpolated using a 3-D spherical spline (Perrin et al., 1989) and the data was re-computed to the common average-reference. For the memory and the math condition, all 20 s epochs of eyes closed mentation, starting 5 s after stimulus presentation and ending with the flash alert to open the eyes, were concatenated. Finally, the data were visually inspected and periods with remaining artefacts were marked and excluded from further analysis.

2.3.2. K-means clustering

The free academic software Cartool was used for the microstate analysis (Brunet et al., 2011). A modified k-means cluster analysis (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1995) was applied to the data of each subject and condition. Only maps at local maxima of the Global Field Power (GFP) statistical significance was determined using topological false-discovery rate (FDR) inference to correct for multiple comparisons (Chumbley et al., 2010) (cluster-forming threshold T > 2.20, FDR α = 5%). This topological FDR approach has demonstrated excellent sensitivity in previous studies at 7T conducted by our group, even with smaller voxel size and lower levels of smoothing (Jorge et al., 2018).

After statistical testing, the resulting clusters were further analysed to determine whether the significant differences observed between memory and math were due to increases and/or decreases in BOLD activity for each of those conditions, relative to baseline. To this end, for each subject and brain voxel, the difference in fALFF between the memory (or math) and the rest condition was computed, and then averaged across subjects and voxels within each of the cluster ROIs.

**Fig. 1.** Experimental paradigm.
entered the cluster analysis, as they represent time points of highest signal-to-noise ratio (Koenig and Brandeis, 2016; Koenig et al., 2002). Polarity of the maps was ignored in the clustering. Cluster-analysis was applied in two steps: first on the data of each individual subject and condition, and then on the cluster maps derived from each subject within a condition. In order to determine the optimal number of clusters (both within and across subjects), 7 criteria were used to evaluate independently the quality of each clustering. They were then merged together in order to derive a single synthetic meta-criterion (Custo et al., 2017). This improves confidence in the right estimation of the optimal number of clusters, as compared to previous work relying on a single criterion only (i.e. Cross-Validation criterion (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1995) or the Krzanowski-Lai Index (Murray et al., 2008)).

The following 7 criteria were taken from (Charrad et al., 2014; Krzanowski and Lai, 1988; Milligan and Cooper, 1985; Pascual-Marqui et al., 1995):

1. **Gamma:** An adaptation of Goodman and Kruskal, based on concordant vs. discordant clustered pairs.
2. **Silhouettes:** Evaluation of the consistency of each cluster through its goodness of fit.
3. **Davies and Bouldin:** A function of the sum of the ratio of within-cluster to between-cluster separation.
4. **Point-Biserial:** A point-biserial correlation calculated between the distance matrix and a binary cluster index.
5. **Dunn:** An evaluation of the goodness of separation of all clusters.
6. **Krzanowski-Lai Index:** A ratio of the relative difference of the within-clusters dispersion.
7. **Cross-Validation:** A modified version of the predictive residual variance.

The meta-criterion was defined as the median of all optimal numbers of clusters across all criteria. The meta-criterion calculation is implemented in the free academic software Cartool (https://sites.google.com/site/cartoolcommunity/).

### 2.3.3. Back-fitting

The group cluster maps of a given condition were fitted back to the original EEG of each subject, including all data points (not only GFP peaks), except for periods that were marked as artefacts. Back-fitting means that the spatial correlation between the cluster maps and each individual data point was calculated and the data point was labelled with the cluster map that showed the highest correlation (winner takes all, see e.g. (Britz et al., 2010; van de Ville et al., 2010)). Note that the polarity of the maps was again ignored in this back-fitting procedure. Data points where none of the cluster maps reached a correlation higher than 50% were labelled as “non-assigned”. Once the whole recording was labelled, a temporal smoothing was applied by ignoring segments where a given cluster map was present for less than 4 time points (32 ms) and the time points were split and assigned to the preceding and following cluster map. Two temporal parameters were then quantified for each recording of each subject: the mean duration a given cluster map (microstate) was present for less than 4 time points (32 ms) and the time points were attributed to a given microstate by computing the probabilities from a single n-th-previous state to the current one for each subject and transition pair, normalized by the occurrence of each state (Lehmann et al., 2005; Tomescu et al., 2018).

### 2.3.4. EEG source localization

In order to estimate the sources contributing to each of the microstates, we calculated a distributed linear inverse solution (LAURA) (Grave de Peralta Menendez et al., 2004). The lead field for the inverse solution was calculated for 64 electrode positions and the average brain of the Montreal Neurological Institute, in a grey matter-constrained head model using the LSMAC head model with 5000 distributed solution points (Brunet et al., 2011). A standardization across time was applied for each solution point in order to eliminate activation biases (Supplementary Method). The estimated current densities of each subject were then averaged across all time points that were attributed to a given microstate in each condition.

#### 2.3.5. Anatomical overlap between fMRI connectivity-derived sub-networks and EEG microstates

In order to evaluate the anatomical correspondence between the estimated sources of the EEG microstates and the fMRI connectivity-derived sub-networks, we estimated the volumes of spatial overlap between the two modalities. The EEG microstate source distributions were first converted to binary masks by selecting only the areas with activity above the 97th percentile to minimize the smearing inherent to the source localization algorithm. These cluster masks were then directly compared to the ROIs resulting from the cluster-based fALFF analysis, and particularly the networks across ROIs that were identified with the connectivity analysis. The volumes of spatial overlap were thereby estimated in terms of their binary intersection.

#### 2.3.6. Statistical analysis

The cluster maps derived for each of the three conditions (rest, memory and math) were ordered according to their highest spatial correlation across conditions, and labelled according to the canonical microstate maps described in the literature (Michel and Koenig, 2018). In order to evaluate whether the microstate maps with the same labels were generated by similar networks, we compared the estimated sources of each cluster map between the three conditions. For that, paired t-tests were calculated for each solution point across subjects and Bonferroni-corrected for multiple testing.

To investigate differences in the temporal dynamics (duration, occurrence) of the microstates between conditions we performed repeated measure ANOVAs with the factors “condition” (rest, math, memory) for each microstate class. We applied a threshold of $p < 0.0001$ to correct for multiple testing and performed post-hoc comparisons only if this threshold was reached.

The transition probabilities between microstates were statistically compared within and between each condition using paired t-tests.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Instructed thoughts modulate fMRI networks

Across all subjects and runs, the range of head motion was found to be below 0.5 mm and 0.09 mm on average for absolute and relative head displacement, respectively (as reported by FSL’s motion estimation step) – therefore well below the voxel size. No significant changes in absolute or relative head displacement were found across the three conditions ($p = 0.09$ and $p = 0.10$, respectively, 1-way ANOVA).

To identify changes in brain activity across different brain regions during the two task-initiated, self-generated processing conditions (math and memory), fALFF values were mapped (Zou et al., 2008), serving as a model-free measure of local BOLD activity (Biswal, 2012). Having obtained a fALFF estimate for each brain voxel of each fMRI run and participant, these values were then compared between conditions on the group level. Condition-specific fALFF changes were found for several cortical and subcortical brain regions. The regions with significantly higher brain activity during the memory compared to the math condition (Fig. 2a) included areas in the parietal, the medial temporal, the frontal and occipital lobes. We found dominant activity in the lateral part of the parietal lobe: bilaterally the supramarginal gyrus (bSMG, BA40) and the right angular gyrus (rAG, BA39) of the inferior parietal lobe (IPL). Activity was also found in the medial part of the parietal lobe: the left precuneus (IPCu, BA7), the dorsal part and the ventral part of the posterior cingulate cortex/retrosplenial cortex (dPCC, BA31; vPCC/RSc,
BA23. In the temporal lobe we found bilaterally-increased activity in the parahippocampal gyri (lrPHG, BA28,35,36) and the right inferior temporal gyrus (rITG, BA21). Significant activity was also found in the right inferior frontal gyrus (rIFG, BA45), and bilaterally in the lateral occipital gyri (lrLOCG, BA19). When comparing the fALFF estimates in these brain regions to the non-instructed rest condition (considered as baseline) we found that some of the memory-math differences were due to a stronger increase in BOLD activity during the memory compared to math condition (areas included lrPHG and dPCC), while other changes were due to increased BOLD activity during the memory and decreased BOLD activity during the math conditions. Areas de-activated during math compared to rest included rAG, lrSMG, lrLOCG, lPCu and vPCC/RSc. (Fig. 2b). Conversely, we also identified a set of brain areas significantly more active during the math compared to the memory condition: in the frontal lobe, significantly higher activity was found in the ventral and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex and bilaterally in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Areas in the temporal lobe included bilaterally the superior temporal gyrus and the left middle temporal gyrus. In the parietal cortex, significantly higher activity was found in the right intraparietal sulcus and the pre/post central gyrus as well as the dorsal posterior cingulate cortex. In the occipital cortex the occipital gyrus was activated bilaterally. In contrast to the above observation of areas de-activated during math (compared to the rest condition), none of the areas with significantly higher activity in the math condition were actually de-activated during the memory condition (Supplementary Figs. S2a and S2b). In light of recent evidence indicating that temporal de-trending in fMRI pre-processing can negatively affect fALFF analyses at 7T (Woletz et al., 2018), an additional test was performed whereby the ROI-specific fALFF estimates of Fig.2b and Fig. S2b were repeated when using a more permissive de-trending cut-off (200s, instead of 100s). This produced small-to-negligible changes in the order of 2.4% on average across ROIs, and without a systematic behaviour (some ROIs showing increases, other decreases). This strongly indicated that the de-trending did not have appreciable effects on the analysis. To determine condition-specific networks, we further analysed, in terms of their functional connectivity, the brain regions that demonstrated significant BOLD activity changes between the memory and math conditions, as identified by the fALFF analysis. These connectivity values were organized in matrices, and the regions were re-ordered according to their correlation profiles. The connectivity analysis revealed two distinct networks within the regions that displayed stronger activity during the memory condition (Fig. 2c and d). Network I. included the vPCC/RSc, lrPHG, lrLOCG, while network II. comprised the rIFG, rAG, lrSMG, and dPCC. Two areas (rITG and lPCu) were included in both networks. Compared to the non-instructed rest condition, both networks displayed strong increases in connectivity amidst their respective regions, while remaining uncorrelated to each other and to the areas identified in the math condition.

A. fMRI fALFF analysis. T-test of fALFF for memory > math condition revealed stronger activity in lrSMG, rAG, lrLOCG, lPCu, dPCC, vPCC/RSc, lrPHG, rITG, rIFG. T-score threshold: T > 2.20; FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons (5%). B. Areas of stronger activity in the memory, compared to math condition. Some of the memory-math differences were due to a stronger increase in BOLD activity during the memory than the math condition relative to rest, while other changes were due to increased BOLD activity during the memory and decreased BOLD activity during the math conditions relative to rest. C. Connectivity analysis. Network I. included the vPCC/RSc, lrPHG, lrLOCG. Network II. comprised the rIFG, rAG, lrSMG, and dPCC. The rITG and lPCu were found in both subnetworks. D. Sub-networks of the connectivity analysis. Regions were also projected onto a surface template for better visualization.

3.2. Instructed thoughts modulated the temporal dynamics of specific EEG microstates

A k-means cluster analysis was first applied to each individual subject and then across subjects within each condition. While the optimal number of clusters varied between subjects, the meta-criterion
determined 6 clusters as the optimal number in the clustering across subjects for each condition. The topographies of these six maps were strikingly similar between the three conditions and resembled those previously described in the literature (Michel and Koenig, 2018). We ordered the microstate maps according to their highest spatial correlation across conditions (i.e. math, memory, rest) and labelled them from A-F states (Custo et al., 2017; Michel and Koenig, 2018) (Fig. 3a). Statistical comparison of the underlying brain sources that generated these microstates indicated similar networks between the corresponding maps in the three conditions while different microstate maps were characterized by highly significantly different networks (Supplementary Table S1).

ANOVA analyses for each microstate revealed that two states (i.e. microstates C and D) significantly differed in their duration and occurrence depending on the condition (Fig. 3c and one state (i.e. microstate B) significantly differed in its occurrence (Fig. 3d). Microstate B significantly increased in occurrence compared to the math as well as to the rest conditions (both p < 0.0001). Microstate C significantly decreased in duration and occurrence in the math condition as compared to both, the memory and the rest conditions (both p < 0.001). Finally, microstate D significantly increased in occurrence and duration compared to the memory (p < 0.001) and the rest (p < 0.0001) conditions.

A. The six microstates identified by k-means cluster analysis across subjects in the three conditions (rest, memory and math). B. A representative period of 10-sec EEG with eyes closed after picture presentation is shown (traces of 64 electrodes and Global Field Power (GFP) trace). Back-fitting the 6 microstate maps derived from the cluster analysis shows the chunking of the EEG into segments of various durations covered by one of the microstate maps (indicated by different colors). C. Mean and standard error of the duration of each of the microstates in each condition. Post-hoc tests were performed when the ANOVA revealed significant condition differences at p < 0.0001. This was the case for microstate map C and map D: Microstate C was significantly shorter and microstate D significantly longer in the math condition compared to memory and rest. D. Occurrence of the six microstates in the three conditions (number of microstates per second). Significant ANOVAs were found for microstates B, C, and D. As for the duration, microstate C occurred less and microstate D more often in the math condition compared to rest and memory. Concerning microstate B, an increased occurrence was found for memory compared to math and rest.

3.3. Sources of EEG microstates

To estimate networks underlying each microstate we inverted the original data of each subject into source space using a distributed linear inverse solution (Grave de Peralta Menendez et al., 2004), as described in the Methods. We then averaged the estimated activity across all time points that were labelled with the same microstate maps for each subject and each condition. The brain regions underlying the six microstate maps confirmed and extended previous efforts (Custo et al., 2017) in source localization of microstates (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. S3–S5). Specifically, microstate A showed left-lateralized activity in the superior temporal gyrus (STG), the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and the OCG. Microstate B showed main activity in the right medial part of the parietal cortex in the PCC/RSc. The sources of microstate C were located bilaterally in the medial part of the parietal cortex including both the SMG and AG. The sources of microstate D showed main activity bilaterally in the IFG, dACC, and superior parietal lobule (SPL)/intraparietal sulcus (IPS). Strongest activity for microstate E was found in the right MPFC. Finally, microstate F showed bilateral activity in the MPFC.

The EEG of each participant and condition were subjected to a distributed linear inverse solution and standardized across time. The source maps of all time points that were labelled with the same microstate map were then averaged within participants. The mean sources across subjects in the memory condition are illustrated here (for individual source maps per condition see Supplementary Figs. S3–S5). Areas
with activity above 95 percentiles are shown. Notice the strong activity of
the superior parietal lobe for microstate C (strong presence in memory
and rest) and the frontoparietal activity for microstate D (strong presence
in math).

3.4. Transition between microstates

To determine whether the brain alternates between the two domi-
nating microstates in the memory condition (microstates B and C), we
calculated the transition probabilities (normalized by the occurrence)
between microstate B and C and compared them to all other possible
transitions. We found that specifically and only in the memory condi-
tion, the transition from microstate C to microstate B was significantly
more frequent than the transition from any other state and that microstate B
transitioned significantly more often to microstate C than to any other
state (Fig. 5). Likewise, microstate C was significantly more often fol-
lowed by microstate B than microstates A, D or E, but not F. The same
analysis was applied to the transition probabilities in the math and rest
conditions (see Supplementary Figs. S6 and S7). In the rest condition, no
specific microstate was preceding or following microstate B. In the math
condition, microstate C was significantly less frequently preceding or
following microstate C compared to all other microstates.

We calculated the transition probabilities from each microstate to any
other using Markov chains. The observed probabilities were divided by
the expected probabilities to account for the variability in occurrence of
the states. In the memory condition, we found that microstate B was
significantly more often preceded (A) and followed (B) by microstate C
than any of the other microstates. This transition behaviour was not
found during rest (Supplementary Fig. S6) or when participants per-
formed mental arithmetic operations (Supplementary Fig. S7).

We also compared all transition probabilities between the conditions
using paired t-tests (Fig. 6). This analysis confirmed the increased tran-
sition between microstate B and C in the memory condition. In the math
condition, an increased transition to microstate D was found, while in the
rest condition the transition between microstate E and C was increased
compared to the math condition.

Paired t-tests of all transition probabilities between the different
conditions revealed increased transitions between microstate B and C in
the memory condition (compared to Math and Rest) and increased transitions to microstate D in the Math condition compared to Memory. During Rest compared to Math, increased transitions between microstate C and E were found.

3.5. Anatomical overlap between fMRI-derived sub-networks and EEG microstates

We found an anatomical overlap between the fMRI-derived sub-network I and EEG microstate B in 154 voxels corresponding to a volume of 1232 mm$^3$. The area of overlap was found in the lateral parts of the lateral occipital gyrus (Fig. 7A). For EEG microstate C, we found an overlap with the fMRI-derived sub-network II in 73 voxels corresponding to a volume of 584 mm$^3$. This overlap was found bilaterally in the inferior parietal lobule (Fig. 7B). Importantly, even when applying a more restrictive cluster-forming threshold of $T > 3.0$ in the fALFF analysis, the surviving area in subnetwork I is the lateral occipital cortex, and the surviving area in subnetwork II is inferior parietal lobe, i.e. the two areas that overlay with the maximal sources of EEG microstates B and C, respectively (see Supplementary Fig. S8).

A. Visualization of the anatomical overlap between the fMRI connectivity-derived sub-network I and EEG microstate B showed a core overlap in the lateral occipital gyrus. B. Visualization of the anatomical overlap between fMRI sub-network II and EEG microstate C showed a core overlap in the inferior parietal lobule.

4. Discussion

By using fMRI and EEG in a paradigm where participants were instructed to focus their thoughts on specific tasks, we here provide direct evidence of capturing the temporal occurrence of specific large-scale brain networks that are involved in self-related and self-unrelated thoughts. In line with previous task-related studies (Andrews-Hanna, 2012; Andrews-Hanna et al., 2014; Axelrod et al., 2017), the fMRI data revealed that thinking about self-experienced past events boosted a brain network known to be related to autobiographic episodic memory, while performing mental arithmetic enhanced a network known to be involved in attention and cognitive control. Intriguingly, the EEG analysis showed that the different conditions produced modulations in the occurrence and duration of brief, sub-second episodes of stable configuration of the brain electric field (the EEG microstates). Source localization of these episodes revealed networks that spatially coincided to those observed with fMRI.

Crucially, in this study, we sought to build upon previous fMRI work that applied experimental designs with faster alternating conditions (each lasting for less than 30s (Axelrod et al., 2017), to explore a design where all trials of each condition are grouped in an individual run lasting for several minutes. This allowed not only the study of changes in BOLD activity for each brain region (through fALFF analysis), but also the study of the interactions between those regions across time (through functional connectivity analysis) throughout the same condition – thereby shedding new light on the question of whether different functional regions that
become active at the same time effectively share similar BOLD activity.

The fALFF analysis confirmed and extended previous studies by revealing condition-specific BOLD changes in several cortical and subcortical brain regions. The regions with significantly higher brain activity during the memory, compared to the math condition, included the core brain areas of the episodic memory retrieval network (Schacter et al., 2012; Spreng and Grady, 2010; Svoboda et al., 2006) in the parietal, the medial temporal, the prefrontal and occipital lobes. Conversely, we also identified a set of brain areas more active during the math, compared to the memory condition, that have been previously associated to mental arithmetic tasks and frontoparietal control network (FPNC) in general (Fehr et al., 2008).

The fMRI connectivity results revealed that the regions of increased fALFF were essentially organized in two subsystems with distinct functional and anatomical characteristics – highly correlated within themselves, but poorly correlated between each other. Network I was strikingly similar to a previously described subsystem which becomes involved during constructions of mental scenes (hereafter termed “scene-reconstruction subsystem”), while network II closely matched a previously defined subsystem which becomes active when participants engage in self-relevant cognitive processes and reflect on their current mental states (hereafter termed “self-experience subsystem”) (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010a, 2014; Axelrod et al., 2017).

Beyond the slower timescale of fMRI measures, the EEG microstate analysis revealed new insights into the temporal dynamics of these networks in the sub-second range. We found that specific EEG microstates, representing brief periods of coherent network activity, were selectively increased in duration and occurrence by the instructed thoughts. The brain regions generating these microstates partly overlapped with the specific fMRI networks. The network underlying microstate C, which occurred more often and lasted longer in the memory compared to the math condition, overlapped with the lateral parietal areas of the “self-experience” memory retrieval subnetwork that we identified in the fMRI analyses. On the other hand, the brain areas underlying microstate B, which selectively increased in occurrence during the memory condition, overlapped with the lateral occipital areas of the “scene-reconstruction” subnetwork that we detected in the fMRI analyses. Finally, brain areas underlying microstate D, which selectively increased in duration and occurrence in the math condition, included areas generally attributed to the frontoparietal control network (FPNC) (Ptak et al., 2017). Moreover, during memory retrieval, we found increased transitions between the microstates that corresponded to the “self-experience” and “scene-reconstruction” subnetworks in the fMRI data. These results provide direct evidence that the RSNs captured by fMRI are tightly linked to, and possibly originated by, a prolongation and repeated occurrence of states of synchronized activity of specific large-scale neuronal networks, in the sub-second timescale.

To capture the occurrence of any conscious experience, and to directly investigate the cognitive processes operating during mind-wandering, it is crucial to better control the spontaneous thoughts of sub-second timescale, possibly originated by, a prolongation and repeated occurrence of states. Evidence that the RSNs captured by fMRI are tightly linked to, and studies (Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010b; Axelrod et al., 2017; Delamillieure et al., 2012; Spreng and Grady, 2010; Svoboda et al., 2006) in the posterior regions, including temporal, parietal and occipital areas (“posterior hot zone”) as playing a direct role in specifying the contents of consciousness (Koch, 2018). Our current findings are also in line with a recent study (Brecht et al., 2018) where we confirmed the contribution of the IPL, especially the AG, to the subjective, first-person perspective re-experience of self-relevant, vivid past episodes.

Brain activity constantly fluctuates in and out of different mental states that are stable for fractions of seconds. Only one epoch or state of conscious content can be considered at a time (Seth and Baars, 2005). It is assumed that the EEG microstates capture these states that last for around 100 ms only (Baars, 2002a; Changeux and Michel, 2004). Using high-density whole-brain EEG, we indeed observed modulations of duration, occurrence, and transitions between particular microstates by the instructed thoughts, microstate B and C being increased in the memory condition and microstate D being increased in the math condition. The topographies of these three microstates strongly resemble three of the four canonical microstates previously described in the literature (for reviews see (Khanna et al., 2015; Michel and Koenig, 2018)). Studies on large cohorts showed that microstate C is generally the most dominant state during eyes-closed rest (Koenig et al., 2002; Tomescu et al., 2018). Recently, Seitzman et al. (2017) showed that microstate C decreases in duration and occurrence during a mental arithmetic task, similar to our findings. Decrease of microstate C duration has also been described when subjects are engaged in object or verbal visualization tasks compared to rest (Milz et al., 2016b). Based on these and other studies, it is assumed that microstate C reflects activity in the DMN (Custo et al., 2017; Milz et al., 2016b; Panda et al., 2016; Seitzman et al., 2017, for a discussion, see (Michel and Koenig, 2018). Indeed, our analysis of the sources underlying this microstate confirms such interpretation. The sources of microstate C were located bilaterally in the lateral part of the parietal lobe and MTG, areas that we attributed in the fMRI results to the “self-experience subsystem”. The observation that microstate C is not significantly boosted by the memory condition compared to rest is not surprising. It confirms the assumption that self-relevant memory retrieval also predominates during spontaneous mind wandering.

Moreover, our investigation revealed that microstate B increased in occurrence during the memory as compared to both rest and math conditions. This state has been previously attributed to the visual network (Britz et al., 2010; Custo et al., 2014, 2017). For example, Milz and colleagues (Milz et al., 2016b) showed that microstate B increased when participants were asked to visualize previously presented images. Source localization in our study also indicated strong activation of the visual cortex together with medial parietal areas. Intriguingly, lesions to the medial parietal cortex cause memory recognition and visuospatial impairments, but no impairments related to self-consciousness (Davidson et al., 2008). We thus interpret the increased occurrence of microstate B as related to the “scene-reconstruction subsystem” found in the fMRI analyses. An intriguing finding is therefore that the microstate analysis allows us to disentangle the sub-parts of thoughts related to the conscious experience of an episodic autobiographic memory, i.e. visualization of the scene and visualization of the self in the scene. Indeed, the transition probability analysis revealed a more frequent switching between microstate B and C than between any other state.

Additionally, our results show that while both microstates B and C are less frequently appearing when participants are engaged in math
calculations, microstate D strongly increases in duration and occurrence during this condition. Microstate D has previously been attributed to the attention/cognitive control network including frontoparietal areas (Britz et al., 2010; Custo et al., 2017) and our source localization of microstate D confirmed the attribution of this state to the frontoparietal control network (FPCN) (Ptak et al., 2017). Furthermore, the observation of increase of microstate D and decrease of microstate C fits very well to the observation that the FPCN and the DMN are inversely activated when participants are engaged in external-directed and self-directed cognition (Dixon et al., 2018). Therefore, we show that the large-scale network anti-correlation found in the fMRI data is associated with sub-second modulation of the presence of microstates sub-serving these functions.

EEG microstate studies have repeatedly revealed changes of the temporal dynamics of microstates in mental disease, particularly schizophrenia (for reviews see (Khanam et al., 2014; Michel and Koenig, 2018). The most robust finding, confirmed in a recent meta-analysis (Rieger, 2016), is an increase in duration and occurrence of microstate C and a decrease of microstate D in patients with schizophrenia (Koenig et al., 1999; Lehmann et al., 2005) or at risk to develop schizophrenia (Andreou et al., 2014; Tomescu et al., 2014), a disequilibrium that is normalized when patients are treated with antipsychotic medication (Kikuchi et al., 2007) and with rTMS (Sverak et al., 2017). These findings correspond well to the interpretation that microstate C reflects introspective, self-focused thoughts, while microstate D reflects attention and cognitive control. An increase of microstate C and decrease of microstate D in schizophrenia might index the progressive detachment of mental states from environmental input. While a healthy person constantly and effortlessly balances periods of rest with periods of focused attention when interacting with their surroundings, patients with schizophrenia or other mental disorders may persist on thinking about a particular unpleasant event that involves themselves and lose control over the natural flow of the wandering mind. Understanding the functional significance of microstates with studies as the one presented here might thus not only be relevant for monitoring the vulnerability of patients at risk for mental disease and the effects of treatment, but also for better understanding the thoughts that these patients are caught in.

The microstate model assumes that an EEG time series can be described as a sequence of a finite number of states and that at each time point, only one state is active. This is implemented in the winner-takes-all approach by labeling each time point with only one cluster map. In practice, there is a certain degree of overlap and other states also explain a certain amount of variance at a given time point. The microstate model is admittedly a simplification, but it allows to temporally resolve resting-state data into elements that have the potential to represent basic steps of information processing. These elements can be achieved by modeling the data using a sequence of non-overlapping, quasi-stable states. This global, extremely simple, and data-driven method can be used to extract unique features such as the duration and occurrence of these states. In addition, the microstate methodology is embedded in the general functional theory that assumes that only one functional state occurs at any given moment in time (Baars, 2002b; Meehan and Bressler, 2012; Seth and Baars, 2005).
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